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Bunsenstr. 3-5, D-3400 G6ttingen, F.R.G. 
A method for determining the class number h of an algebraic number field is presented. The 
method isbased on a series expansion for h. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to develop an algorithm which computes the class number h 
of an algebraic number field K/Q assuming that certain invariants of K, especially its 
regulator, are already known. In section 1 we derive a series representation for h using the 
functional equation satisfied by the zeta-function of K and the analytic class number 
formula. As we shall see in the second section, we have to sum O(x /~.  log Idl n/z) terms of 
the series, where d is the discriminant of K, to be sure that the deviation from the exact 
value of h is less than 1/2. Since h is a natural number this degree of precision suffices to 
determine h exactly. The next thing to be considered is the numerical evaluation of the 
terms of the series. Here we have to determine how the rational primes split in the field K 
and evaluate a certain special function. We conclude the exposition with some remarks 
concerning the implementation f the algorithm in practice and a few examples. 
Effective algorithms for computing class numbers already exist. First of all there is an 
algebraic method which is based on the proof of the finiteness of h by the geometry of 
numbers. The paper (Pohst & Zassenhaus, 1985) contains a detailed escription, but no 
complexity analysis. Powerful algorithms are available for quadratic and complex cubic 
fields (see Lenstra, 1982; Dueck & Williams, 1985). These are based on algebraic and 
analytic concepts and need O([dl 1/5+~) operations to determine h, provided that some 
generalised Riemann hypothesis true. 
The basic ideas contained in this paper are due to S. J. Patterson. I would like to thank 
him and E. Maus for many valuable hints and their encouragement during the 
preparation of (Eckhardt, 1986) and this paper. 
We conclude this introduction with a list of notations used. 
O ring of algebraic integers in K, 
n degree of K/Q, 
rl number of real places of K, 
1" Based on the author's Diplomarbeit (Eckhardt, 1986). 
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r 2 number of complex places of K;
d discriminant of K,
R regulator of K,
w number of roots of unity in K, and
CK (s) the zeta-function of K .
We assume that the values of r 1 , r2 , d, w and R are known . Let
I(m)
denote the number of
ideals with norm m in 0 . The zeta-function of K is then expressed by the Dirichlet series
CJs) = Y I(m)m
-5
Re(s) > 1 .
M=1
We use the notation s = a+ it .
1. A Class Number Formula
In this section we are going to derive a series representation for the class number
h . The
following theorem summarises some well known facts concerning the zeta function of K .
THEOREM 1 .1 . Let
G(s) := I n--
r
O2)/r'
((
21C)
-sr(s))- jdj 2
tK(s) • G(s)CK(s)
.
Then the function
~K
has an analytic continuation to the whole complex plane as a
meromorphic function and satisfies the functional equation
Ms) = ~K (1
-
s) .
The only singularities of
~K
are simple poles at s = 0 and s = 1 . We have
2r' R
ress=
l ~
K(s) = w . h =
- ress_
0 ~K(s) .
PROOF : See Lang, 1970, p . 259, Theorem 2 .
To compute the residue of ' K(s) at s = I we consider
V :=
ZI ~
(s)A` ds .
K
aR
Here the path of integration is the rectangle with vertices o+it, (1-a)+it, (1-v)-it,
a- it for fixed a, t, 2 > 1 . By Theorem 1 .1 and Cauchy's theorem we obtain
V =
2r,R
h(A
-1
- -1).
w
We show that the integrals over the horizontal sides of R vanish as t -> oo. We need the
following
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LEMMA 1.2 Let a~ < O, Then in the half plane Re(s) >i at we have uniJbrmly 
~As) = O(t"c~-" '~) .  
PROOF: Landau, 1918, Satz 169. 
Using Stirling's formula in the form (see Rademacher, 1971, p. 38) 
IF(s)l < K exp - ~-It1[ Itll ° ' - in  for s = a t +it s a < ~1 < b, [ttl > 1 
and Lemma 1.2 we obtain the estimate 
l a l i t  nr~ l "1 ~-3n rl  IG(sKAs)2-'I ds < K e-wl'lltlt~- ~IT+~-(2~- 1) 
d( l  -a):l:it 
-~0 as t -~oo .  
The same type of argument shows the convergence of the integrals over the vertical sides 
of R. We therefore obtain 
1 (f, eXsW'ds-f, ~(s)2-Sds) V. 2~ci ~ t -~1 
Here (~r) denotes the line re(s) = a. We now consider the integral over (a). The path of 
integration is contained in the half-plane a > 1. Therefore it is possible to express (.(s) by 
its Dirichlet series. One obtains 
f, 1 fc G(s)(~ I(m'm-') ).-~ds 2~i ~) 
=~__ I(m)(~---~zf¢~)G(s)(m2)-~ds ) 
= ~. I(m)F(2. m), 
m=t 
where for x > 0 
1 f{ G(s)x-4ds. F(x):= ~-~ ~} 
The interchange of integration and summation on the right side of the first equation is 
justified by Theorems 77, 77b of (Behnke & Sommer, 1962). We note that the definition of 
F makes sense for o- > 0 and that the value of F does not depend on a. 
The remaining integral over (1 -a )  can be treated in the same way if we first apply the 
functional equation 
f( l f( ¢ (s)xs-t ds 1 ~(s)~-" ds = ~ ~ 
~i  1 -a) 
= i-1 ~ I(m)F(m2-t). 
I?1 = t 
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We are now in the position to state the result of this section: 
T~EOREM 1.3. Let 2 > 1. Then we have 
h = m 
W El(m) (F(2m) - 2 - 1F(2 - 1 m)) 
2"~R 2-1 -- 1 
2. Error Estimates 
In this section we shall study the error term Ih-h*(N)l, h*(N) being the approximation 
to the class number obtained by truncating the series occurring in Theorem 1.3 after n 
terms: 
w lC,, ,~Nl(m)(F(2m)--2-1F(2- lm)) 
h*(N) = - -  
2"R  2-1 _ 1 
This will be achieved in three steps: the first two will be to describe the asymptotic 
behaviour of the function F and of the ideal counting function l(m). The third step will 
then be the estimation of the sum 
y" I(m)F(2m). 
m>N 
For our first goal we need some results about Mellin Transforms which will be 
summarised in the following definition and theorem, 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let a < b, 0 < fl ~< ~ be given. We define two classes M1, M2 of functions: 
M~ consists of those functions W which are holomorphic in the strip a < re(s) < b 
and satisfy for any e, 6 > 0 
Iq'(s)l < K e -~p-a~l'l 
for all s in a + ~ <~ cr ~< b-  8. 
M2 consists of those functions • which are holomorphic in the sector larg(s)l < 
except he origin and satisfy for any ~, 6 > 0 
I~(s)l < g* ls l  -c 
for all s in larg(s)l ~</~-6 and all c with a+8 ~< c -<.< b-~.  
THEOREM 2.2. For WeMt ,  q~M2 we have 
M~(s)  := fo  ~(t)ts-1 dt e M1 (Mellin Transform) 
1 fc ~'(s)x-S ds e M2 (Inverse Mellin Transform). M-  l~(x)  := ~/_  ~) 
Here tr has to satisfy a < (r < b. Furthermore the following relations hold: 
M-1M~ = ~, MM- lq  j = ~.  
PRooF: see Mellin, 1910, p. 318. 
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We define 
Gl(s) := a(s). Idl-~n. 
Then by Stirling's Formula there exists a constant k such that for fixed 6 > 0 
IGl(s)l < k.exp - ~- +~ )tl 
for all s in the strip 0 < a < re(s) < b. Therefore G1 e M1 and 
1 G(s)x -s ds = M-  161 . F(x )  = 
Next we write G~(s) as Mellin Transform. We define 
f1(t) := exp ( -n t2) ,  f2(t) :-- exp ( -2~t) .  
It is obvious that ]'1, f2 e M 1 with fl --- n/4, n/2 respectively and a, b > 0. A routine 
calculation shows 
r~-SnF (2 )  = 2" M(f~)(s), (2~)-T(s)  = M(f2)(s). 
We need one more result about Mellin Transforms: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let ~,  ~P2 eM2. Then 
MgP l Mrb2(x) = M(rb 1 * ffP2)(x) 
where 
is the convolution of the functions ~1 and ~a. 
PROOF: see Mellin, 1910, p. 336, 
Now we have 
GI(s ) = 2r' M( f  l)" M (f2)r~(s) 
= 2' ,M(f* r, ,f*~2)(s) 
We apply Theorem 2.2 and obtain 
Let r := r~ + r2 -  I. If r = 0 then K = Q or K is imaginary quadratic. In these cases F is 
given by 
F(x) = f l (x)  = exp ( -n .  x2), 
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respectively.  For  the fol lowing calculat ions we exclud~ the case r = 0. By carrying out the 
convo lu t ion  operat ions we obtain 
F I (x )  := (e-"'~)* r* ,(e-2,~,)*,~(x) 
~-  . . .  .X r~ ' t -2Xr ,+ l  q- . . . +2X,+- - - -  - - . . . -  
X 1 X X 1 X r 
i f r  2 ¢:0,  1. 
The subst i tut ions 
1 
x i=:x '~u i ( i=  1 . . . . .  r t )  
2 
x i=:x-~u~ ( i=r l+ l  . . . . .  r) 
yield 
( , )  F l (x )  . . . .  exp ( - rcx -~q(u) )  u i  . . .  u---~ 
where 
q(u)  = q(u  1 . . . . .  u,)  := u~ + . . .  + ur~ + 2url + 1 + • • • + 2ur + - -  
U 1 . . . U r 
For  r2 = 0 and r 2 - - - - -  1 similar substitut ions show that ( ,)  is valid with 
q(u)  = u21+ . . .  +u~ + - -  1 
2 
12 2 . . . U r 
2 q(u)  = u2 + . . . + u] + - -  
l . l  I . . . U r 
Let 
z := min .......... > oq(u).  
Then for 0 < x < y we have 
if r 2 = 0 
if r 2 = 1 
2 du 1 du~ 
exp ( -  nyz(q(u)  - z ) )  - - . . .  - - - .  
I,I i l'tr 
2 
This means that F l (x  ) exp (rczx,-) decreases monotonica l ly  as x - ,oo .  Thus the following 
est imate for F holds i f  0 < k < x: 
2 2 2 
It is possible to compute z explicitly. Since this is a stra ightforward calculation we 
merely state the result: 
z = q(1  . . . . .  1)  = n.  
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We summarise the results obtained so far in 
THEOREM 2.4. For x > k > 0 the following estimate holds 
2 2 
For K = Q and for imaginary quadratic fields equality holds and Ck = 1. Otherwise Ck is 
strictly decreasing as k --*~. 
We mention that one can prove Ck --' 0 as k --* ~ if r ¢ 0. 
We now have to study the asymptotic behaviour of the ideal counting function l(m). 
We know that l(m) is multiplicative, i.e. 
I (ml"m2) = l (ml) ' I (m2) if (mr, m2) = 1. 
Let p be a rational prime and let f l  . . . . .  f,, denote the degrees of the different prime ideals 
in K which divide p. Then 
/(pO) = # U =I~'t c" f t  = vlc,~ N} 
<'%# { ~',= l c' = vlct e N}  =#{pc ' ' ' ' '  " p~" = p~[c' ~ N}' 
This suggests the following definition 
d,,(m):= # {m = kl". • . "knlkt e N}. 
One easily verifies 
d,+ l(m) = d,,. l(m) = a~,, d,,(d). (1) 
Here * denotes the convolution of arithmetrical functions. The properties of * imply that 
d,, is multiplicative. Thus we obtain: 
I(m) <<. d,,(m). 
The following lemma is needed to estimate d,,: 
LEMMA 2.5. For every e > 0 we have 
d2(m) < c~ .m ~, 
where 
c c = <I~2 '; mm 
The product runs over all primes p <<. 21/~. 
mp= MaXe~N e~) .  
PROOF: Hardy & Wright, 1958, proof of Satz 315. 
Using (1), the previous lemma and induction on n one verifies: If d2(m) < c~" m" then 
d.(m) < (c~. rag"- 1 
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We are now in the position to derive the desired estimate for the error term ]h-h*(N)]. 
One objective will be to develop bounds for this term which are useful if one wants to 
compute class numbers of specific number fields. On the other hand we want to obtain a 
qualitative description of this term for general K. 
Let 
Then 
w2 
f :=  2"R(2--1)'  T := r.>N ~ I(m)(2-1F(2-Xm)--F(2m))" (2) 
]h-h*(N)[ = f . T. 
Also let ~, > 1 be fixed for the rest of this section. 
There is a universal ower bound on R(R > 0.056; Zimmert, 1978, p. 12). An upper 
bound on w which depends only on the degree n can be derived from elementary estimates 
of the Euler function ~b(m). Therefore the factor f is bounded for fixed degree n. Of course 
one should not use the resulting bound on f when actually computing class numbers, 
since f is known explicitly in this case. 
The sum T remains to be treated. As F(x) is positive and decreasing we obtain 
7" I(m)r(x-lm). 
m~'N 
Fix e > 0. We derived the estimates 
f (x )  < C1 .exp - ~n ~- -~ j  for x > 2-  t, N, 
d.(m) < C2" m' 
with constants C1, C2 which can be computed effectively and which essentially depend on 
n (C1 is decreasing as N-+00). Thus we have 
2 
T<CI 'Ca  ~,, m "exp --xn 
m>N 
For N > (s/(27r)) a/". 2. x /~ we can replace summation by integration and obtain 
T < @+l)" { N "~21,,~ - - r - ,  ) ) (3) 
where 
and 
8+1 
.=..( 
2 
~ czo F(x, a) := e-tt:'- t dt for a ~> O, x > 0 
is the incomplete F-function. Repeated partial integration yields 
F(x, a) ~< (a x- 1 + (x -  1)a x- 2 + . . .  + (x - 1 ) . . .  (x - Ixl) a x-t~l - 1). exp ( -  a). (4) 
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Thus for fixed x > 0, ~ > 0 
r(x, a) = O(e -aO-o)), 
the implied constant being effectively computable from (4). 
Expressions (3) and (4) provide efficient estimates for T in practice. On the other hand 
a straightforward calculation using the estimates for f, T and F(x, a) yields 
THEOREM 2.6. There exists a constant C which depends only on the degree n of K, such that 
Ih-h*(N)l < ½ for N > C. Id[ x/2 log Idr/2. 
In fact a value for C may be computed explicitly for every n, but it is not recommended to 
use this value in actual computations. 
3. Evaluation of the Series, Implementation and Examples 
In the first part of this section we shall describe how the function F can be evaluated. 
One possible approach to this problem is to search integral tables hoping that F is 
already known. We list three special cases in which F can be represented by standard 
special functions: 
1. rl = 0, r2 = 1: (K imaginary quadratic) 
X 
_-ox  
\ ~/Idl/ 
2. rt -- 2, r2 -- 0: (K real quadratic) 
F(x) = 4' Ko (2rc--~),  
3. rl = 0, r 2 = 2: (K totally complex quartic) 
F(x) = 2. Ko (4rc ( x ,],/2,] / 
Ko denotes the modified Bessel-function of order zero. In all cases we used the integral 
representation for F derived in the previous ection. One needs (Gradshteyn & Ryzhik, 
1965, p. 340) to obtain the last two results. It seems omewhat unlikely however that F 
coincides with some "known" function in general. We therefore sketch how a series 
expansion for F can be obtained. For simplicity write 
1 f G*(s)x-"ds f*(x) := ~ 3(~1 
for x, a > 0 and 
Then 
(S) rl a*(s) := r g r(s)',. 
F(x) = F*(n"/2(27r)'~ld ] - Z/2x). 
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THEOREM 3.1, With the notations introduced above we have 
F*(x) = ~ res~=_~(G*(s)x-~). 
j=0  
SKETCH OF PROOF. Using methods imilar to those developed in Section 1 one proves 
1 ; G,(s)x_.~ds F*(x) = j=0 Ress=_j(G*(s)x-S)+ ~ni -N- 1/2) 
for N E N. 
Then we use the functional equation 
F(s + 1) = s. r ( s )  (5) 
to show that for even N 
G*(s)x-Sds <~ C. (1.3.  . (2N+l) ) r2"(1 .5  . - (2N+l ) ) "  
- N -  1 /~ . . . . . .  
where C is a constant which is independent of N. An estimate of the same type holds for 
odd N. Since the right-hand side of the above inequality tends to 0 as N ~ m, the proof is 
finished. 
The above estimate is also useful in obtaining error bounds for the numerical 
evaluation of F, but we will not discuss this here. 
The computation of the residues which occur in Theorem 3.1 proceeds as follows. Let 
G*(s) = ~. C(k, j)(s +j)k 
k ~ - - r l  - - r2  
be the Laurent expansion of G* near s = --j. Writing 
x-~ = #.  
( - log  (x)) ~ 
k "" =o k! (s +j)k 
we get 
,1@r2 C( -  k, j) 
ress=_i(G*(s)x -s) = z .  - -  ( - l og  (x)) k- 1. #. 
k=l (k -  1)! 
The C(k, j) can be computed recursively from C(k, 0) and C(k, 1)(k = - 1 . . . . .  - r l - r2 )  
using (5). To  obtain the initial values we use the power series expansion of F(s) near 
s = 1, see (Gradshteyn & Ryzhik, 1965, p. 935). The functional equation and the 
duplication formula for F then provide a means to obtain C(k, 0) and C(k, 1). 
The rest of the section will deal with some aspects of the realisation of our method in 
practice, see (Eckhardt, 1986) for more details. We mentioned above that the values of rl, 
r2, d, w, R belonging to the field under consideration are assumed to be known. Theorem 
1.3 shows that we have to evaluate 
N 
l (m)(2-~F(2- lm) -- F(2m)) (6) 
m=l  
for fixed 2 > I and suitable N. 
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Since I(m) is a multiplicative function, the values I(m), m <~ N are easily computed from 
the I(pe), pe <~ N, p prime. We use a combinatorial rgument to obtain I(pO, e >i 1, from 
the degrees f~ . . . . .  fm of the primes in K which divide p. To determine these degrees we 
have to know how p splits in K. We refer to (Pohst & Zassenhaus, 1985) for a discussion 
of this problem, although the treatment of the primes dividing the index [O : Z[a]] is not 
rigorous. Also see (Lenstra, 1982) for possible short-cuts in the calculations. 
For the evaluation of F we use the expansion described earlier in this section. This is 
best suited for evaluating F at small arguments as the proof of 3.1 indicates. Therefore a
method for computing F(x) rapidly for large x is desirable but there is no such algorithm 
available at present. 
From the sum (6) we are able to compute h*(N). What remains to be done is to decide 
whether or not 
[h*(g)-hi < ½. 
Here experience indicates that the estimates obtained in section 2, though effective, are 
too pessimistic. Especially the constant C, occurring in the estimate 
l(m) < C,. rn ~ (7) 
is quite large, cf. the table below. We can improve the estimate by exploiting our 
knowledge of I(m) for m ~< N. For m < N 2 we have m = ml" p~ where p is prime, p > N, 
e e {0, 1} and m~ only contains prime factors less than N. We choose Nt, N2 such that 
N<N l<N 2<N 2anddef ine 
l(ml) '  n ~ 
Ii(m) := I(ml).n ~, c:= MaXN, <,,~N2 
ml ' (N1 + 1) '
with ml, e as introduced above and n = [K : Q]. We obtain the estimates 
I(m) <~ li(m) fo rN<m~N1 
(8) 
I(m)<<.c.m forN l<m~<N2 
and 
T< 
Nl - i  N2-  1 
~, I~(m)'exp(nn(rn/(2~))2/")+c ' ~" m.e(2-~m)+C. ~ m"'F(,t-tm) 
m=N m~N!  ttl = N2 
Where T is defined in (2). We compute the first sum and the value of c explicitly for the 
field under consideration. The remaining components are treated as indicated in 
Section 2. Numerical experiments how that this strategy considerably improves the 
bound on [h-h*(N)[ and thereby the performance of the algorithm. 
The method is implemented in FORTRAN on the VAX 11/780 of the Institut ffir 
numerische und angewandte Mathematik der Universit~it G6ttingen. Among other 
examples it was used to compute the class numbers for the first members of a series of 
fields which E. Maus (1984) studied. The upper limit N was chosen to be x//~. Further 
we set ~ = 1 in (7), N1 = 2. N, N2 = 20. N in (8). The examples are listed in the table 
below. The time-entry is split into two parts, the first one denoting the time spent to 
determine the splitting behaviour of the primes p < N. The second part contains the time 
needed for all other computations like evaluation of F, summation of the series and the 
error estimates. 
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f(x) x ~ --x + 1 x ~-  16x+ 1 x 5 -81x+ 1 
d 2869 - 268432331 - 892616803531 
rl l 3 3 
r2 2 1 1 
R 0.4323440 37.293868 114.46197 
w 2 2 2 
2 1-1 1.0067488 1.0021889 
N 54 16384 944784 
C~ 5091 5091 5091 
c 4"63E--02 3.66E- 04 1.04E-- 05 
h*(N) 0.9999919 7.9999807 127.99950 
[h-h*(N)] < 1.95E--04 1.47E-03 7.16E--02 
h 1 8 128 
res~ = 1 ~(s) 0.3186573 0.45766728 0-3897431 
Time 0.5 s+2.2 s 60s+l l  s 2 :44h+8:  12min 
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